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Somebody, nothing,
anywhere

I

a

Tick (/) the correct boxes.

Look at the first picture. Can Mo find his
boots?
Yes[] NoI

o Look at the second picture. Mo thinks his
boots are in ...
the garden. I his room. I

I ,.i'i
i.i : rl

REMEMBER!

some and no are for positive sentences.
any is for questions and negative sentences.

There are some apples in the hitchen.

There are no eggs in the fridge.
[s there any milk?
There isn't any cheese.

2 Fill in the gaps. Use some or any.

1 Are there . ... sweets left?

2 There's .......

3 There aren't

4 Is there .......

A
You can use some, no and any with body, thing
and where to talk about people, things and
places.

People Things Places

somebody something somewhere
nobody nothing nowhere
anybody anything anywhere

Somebody has hidden my boots!

There's nothing in the cupboard.

I can't find my boots a.nyuthere.

3 Circle somebody, nothing, anywhere etc

lemonade in the kitchen.

...... biscuits.

cheese?

Have vo u I ost líl-¡th i ns-.--) Mo?, U
Mo thinks somebody has hidden his boots.

Is there anybody in the house?

Mo's boots must be somewhere.

Nobody wants to help Mo.

1

,
o.)

4

HELPME FIND MY BOO-T5.
ICAN'T FIND THEM

ANVWHERE.

HELPME! I KNoW fiEV'RF
HERE SOME\^,HERE.

HAVE YOU LOOKED DOWN THERE ?
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Use somebody, something and somewhere in
posltrve sentences.

Somebod.y has hidd,en my boots!

= A person has hidden my boots, but I don't
krtow who.

Snapper gaae Milly something yesterday.

= Snapper gave a thing to Milly, but I don't
know what.

Mg boots are som,aahere in m) room.

= My boots are in my room, but I don't know
where.

4 Complete the sentences. Use somebody,
something or somewhere.

Snapper can't find his fishing rod.

Ils ?Qfrl7\hqf.q..... ... in the garage.

I can't find my football. Can ..

please help me?

Snapper put .. .... . in Mo's bag

yesterday. Mo hasn't seen it yet.

Mo is bored. He wants to go

this afternoon.

There's

Who is it?

E:/.,::::.,:,'' ..: :':.:'.,:,'t:,:'','

Use nobody, nothing and nowhere in positive
sentences.

Nobody will help ma

= There isn't a person who will help me.
There's rcthing in the fri,d,ge.

= The fridge is empry.
'Were &re you going, Snapper?' 'Nowhere.'

= Snapper is staying here.

5 Write the answers to the questions.
Use nobody, nothing or nowhere.

1 \Arho's in Mo's bedroom?

2 \AIhat's in the cupboard?

3 Where are you going?

4 Who are you talking to?

Nprhln.q,
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Use anybody, anything and anywhere in questions
and negative sentences.

Is therc anybody in the house?

= Is there a person in the house?

There isn't anything in the cupboard.

= There's nothing in the cupboard.
Mo can't f,nd, his boots anywhere.

= He's looked in a lot of places, but he can't
find them.

Rewrite the sentences. Use anybody or
anything.

There's nothing in Mo's schoolbag.

T.here.i.qn'!.anyIh.inq . in Mo's schoolbag.

There's nothing in the fridge.

in the fridge.

There's nobody in Mo's tree house.

in Mo's tree house.

3 There's nobody upstairs.

4 There's nothing in the toybox.

upstairs.

in the toybox.
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7 Fill in the gaps. Use somebody, nobody or anybody.

Mo Is there > anyha.¿'y .... downstairs?

Snapper No, everybody is in bed.

Mo Listen! I can hear (1) .....'s voice.

There's (2) ..... downstairs.

Snapper I can't hear (3) ........'s voice. Go to sleep.

You're imagining it.

Mo No, I'm not. (4)

Snapper, where are you going?

is talking ...

Snapper Downstairs. Then I might be able to sleep.

(5)

8

Mo

Fill in the gaps. Use something, nothing or anything.

..... to eat.Snapper, I'm hungry. I want (1)

I've looked in the fridge, but there's (2)

Please go and buy me (3) ..... from the shop.

Snapper \AIhy me? \Arhy don't you go? Isn't there

(4) ..... in the cupboard?

Mo No, there's (5) .. I've looked twice.

9 Fill in the gaps. Use somewhere, nowhere and anywhere.

Mo Snapper, have you seen Milly (1) ............. ?

I've looked in the house and in the garden, but I can't find her

(2) ...... . I must find her. She's got my sweets.

Snapper Perhaps she's gone out (3)

Mo But there's (4)

is closed now.

. to go. Everything in the town

Snapper She's probably hiding (5)

your sweets.

there.

*"44ú.,'
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l0 Finish the sentences. Use somebody, nothing, anywhere etc.

I Has seen Mo's football boots? He can't find
them.

2 Mo says he's ill, but there's wrong with him.
He looks fine.

3 Pad gave Snapper this morning, but I don't
know what.

4 likes Spike. He,s horrible to everybody.

5 There's at school today because it,s a holiday.

6 Where are Snapper's chocolates? I can't find them

Mo is talking ro ..... ... on rhe telephone.

There isn't . ....... good to watch on television today.

All the programmes are boring.

Mo's dog is burying in the garden. perhaps ir,s
a bone.

Mo is bored. h. ruy, there's to do.

Mo is bored on Sundays because üere's to go.

Mo has left his sweets , but he can,t remember
where.

Snapper is hungry. He hasn't eaten ........ since

yesterday.

Milly saw she knew on

There's in the fridge!

eaten everything.

I

8

10

11

12

l3

14

l5
television last night.

Mo and his friends have
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The ....... is usually tretter in summer.

advice I
sugar L-.1

tomato n
spaghetti ü
news Ll

.'. . ., Please.

in London.There's a lot of

3 Cross out the wrong words.

I F¡ll in the gaps. Use as ... as.

I can run .... ... fast ,...... ? train.

I can write .... .. . neatly ....... you.

My friend walks . , ."..,. slowly .... ... a snail.

REVISION 2 - nouns; adjectives; adverbs

I Tick the nouns you can't count.

traffic I
newspaper tl
information f
srrtcase I I

luggage I

Fill in the gaps. Use the words below.

luggage weather advice traffic

I'd like some .

Oh, no! I've lost my

5 Read the sentences and,answer the

Splodge ás as thi,n as his friend,

Is Splodge thinner than his friend?

)les tl No I
He isn't as clsuer as Ruff.

Who's the more intelligent?

Splod.ge ü Ruff n

6 Read the example and tick the correct

I eat as slowly as a furtoise.

'slowly'is...

an adjective. ü an adverb. f]

7 Write the comparatives and superlatives of
these adverbs.

I'd like ffi Z ffi information.

Would you likeffil ffispaghetti?
The newse/ fu good!

Let me give you ffiU ffi advice.

The weath.rffi / ffi nice today.

Th.ffi/ffiir bad in my rown.

Write the comparat¡ves and superlatives of
these adjectives.

goo0

bad

dangerous

big

messily

much

badly

lrftle
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